
What to Know: 

What happens next. Be Alert.

Order of Service for Filming… ( Not set in stone.. There will be exceptions, guaranteed)


 Near end of countdown find opening Speaker (person)





Next, Worship Team begins playing.

Three, sometimes four, songs.




During song one or two speaker will call down team to alter for prayers for audience.





Near end/after worship service an alternate speaker will come out 
to greet newcomers and call for the News Video to be played.

During news all lights will turn off and Director will use camera #4 
when lights come back on (Because it’s using manual focus)


Next is Tithe/offering message. 


Cameras #1 and #2 stay on speaker. #3 & #4 prepare “shots” for 
when crowed gets up to walk to baskets.





<—- Podium being prepared for Pastor/Speaker




Finally: Sermon Begins





When to move fast or slow: ( When changing “Shots”. For example, if your shot is on the 
band and a speaker comes out quickly and we need a camera on them ASAP.)

First you need to know if you are “Hot”. If not, QUICKLY get the new target. Wether it be a 
speaker, or someone being addressed in the audience, or anything of the sort.

If you are hot, either stay where you are, or slowly move to new target if it’s within a reasonable 
range. Also while listening to your Directors instructions.





How to hold camera and have smooth movement.

Do not hold/grip handle tightly. Body shake and movement will be noticeable and produces an 
undesired look. Hold gently, cradle with hand, push left and right. Do not grab.


Slow corrections:

When you notice your composition is getting off balance or speaker is too far to one side do 
not adjust quickly to keep up. Slowly adjust.


When you are “Hot” or not

“Hot” means live on screen. Either the director will tell you when he is using your camera or 
look up towards projectors to see if you are on the screen. Especially when you need to 
change your shot from one target to another.


How to communicate. What is the Lingo/Jargon.

jargon; special words or expressions that are used by a particular profession or group and are difficult for others to 
understand. 

Hot = Camera is live on screen

Push, Pull = Zoom in and out

Speaker = Person talking on microphone

Pan = Horizontal camera movement, turning left and right

Tilt = Vertical movement, up and down


Recording: Start recording at your camera at or near end of countdown.


When speaker is talking to your camera

	 Always “Slow Push/Pull” (Zoom)

	 Toggle “Slow Zoom” on handle




Know your camera Number#


